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ABSTRACT
A high-throughput screening (HTS) assay was developed for
cotransporter, NKCC1, which is a potential target for the
treatment of diverse disorders. This nonradioactive rubidium flux
assay coupled with ion channel reader series provides a working
screen for this target expressed in human embryonic kidney
(HEK) cell line. An eightfold window of detection was achieved
with the optimized assay. This new functional assay offered a
robust working model for NKCC1 in determining reliable and
concordant rank orders of the test compounds supporting its
sensitivity and specificity. The robustness of manual assay indicated by Z 0 of 0.9 qualified its amenability to automation. The
Z 0 of 0.7 was displayed by automated assay employed in highthroughput screening of compound libraries against this target.
Being electrically neutral, the NKCC1 screening is difficult to
achieve by both manual and automated electrophysiological
techniques. These techniques, although considered gold standard, suffer from their inherent problems of being too slow to be
in high-throughput format and with high running costs. In addition to being a functional assay for NKCC1, it is nontoxic as
compared with thallium flux assay, which is prone to generate
high number of false-positive/false-negative rates because of its
innate fluorescence issues.
Keywords: HTS, flux assay, rubidium, cotransporter, compound screening, Ion Channel Reader

INTRODUCTION

T

he cotransporter NKCC1 is an intrinsic membrane
protein that actively transports Na+, K+, and Clacross the cell membrane.1,2 It moves each of these
ions in the same direction leading to electroneutrality
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by maintaining stoichiometry of 1Na+:1K+:2Cl-. As NKCC1 is
electrically neutral, its monitoring is difficult to achieve by
patch clamping, which is considered a gold standard technique and thus screening is not feasible with this technique.
However, high-throughput screens (HTS) have been reported
for this target with fluorescence-based thalium (Tl+) or pHsensitive fluorescence-based NH4 influx.3–6 But Tl+ screen
suffers from toxicity and artifacts leading to high false-positive/
false-negative rates. In this assay, Tl+ has been used as a tracer
for K+ and its influx into cells is measured with the Tl+sensitive fluorescent dye. However, large concentrations (mM)
of the highly toxic thallium, and cell toxicity caused by Clfree buffer conditions necessary to generate a robust assay
read-out, are a matter of concern.7 Moreover, the optical
(fluorescence) properties of the unknown test compounds during
screening of compound libraries may skew the data and thus
lead to high false positive/negative rates.7,8 In addition, the
unknown test compound may also modify the fluorescence
signal because the principle of this method is based on the
sensitivity to Tl+. Pyrilamine is a fine example from
fluorescence-based human ether-à-go-go related gene (hERG)
screen, wherein this compound has no detectable fluorescence of
its own but results in false-negative rates.9 The endogenous offtarget pathways like Na+,K+-ATPase from the native cells expressing the target could also interfere with the Tl+ influx, which
will cause a higher false-positive or false-negative hit rate.8 An
alternative fluorescence-based approach using NH4 influx with
NKCC1 measured with a pH-sensitive fluorescence has also been
found undesirable because of cytotoxicty.6 Another HTS performed for this target using rubidium (86Rb+) assay is undesirable because of concerns about radiation hazard4–9
This cotransporter plays a key role in the regulation of
neuronal excitability, cell volume homeostasis, body salt levels,
and blood pressure.10–12 However, the profound defects in the
gene coding NKCC1 alter its pharmacokinetic and dynamic
activity profiles, deeming it as a potential target for the treatment of diverse disorders.1,2,13,14 The electroneutral transport of
ions through this target across the membrane is inhibited by
several compounds, including bumetanide and furosemide.2,14
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A suitable HTS for electroneutral transporters is offered by
nonradioactive Rb+ flux assay. Over the decade, the Rb+ flux
assay has emerged as a powerful tool in the field of drug
discovery wherein diverse ion channels and cotransporters
involving K+, Na+, and Cl- have been targeted.15–23 This
method employs Rb+ as a tracer or surrogate ion for K ion.15–21
Since the NKCC1 transports Na+, K+, and Cl- ions across the
cell membrane, the principle of Rb+ flux assay was applied to
develop a high-throughput screen for lead compounds against
this target by using Rb+ as a tracer for K+ in the present studies.

3. Steps of the assay protocol: All the steps of the assay
were performed at room temperature unless otherwise
stated (Table 1).
4. Calculations: The Rb+ influx at any given point of time/
concentration represented by (F) is defined as follows15:
F = ½Rb + (intracellular) 

(1)

The effect (E) of a compound is defined as follows:
E=





Fcompound - Fbasal buffer =ðFactivation buffer - Fbasal buffer Þ · 100,
(2)

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1. Procurement of chemicals, drugs, and instruments: Molecular biology grade chemicals including antibiotics,
tissue culture media, doxycycline, digoxin, and other
compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Co (StLouis, MO). The human embryonic kidney (HEK) cell
culture media, fetal calf serum, and media supplements
were obtained from Invitrogen Canada, Inc. (Mississauga, Canada). The Ion Channel Reader (ICR) series
ICR8000 and ICR12000 (Aurora Biomed, Inc., Vancouver, Canada) were used for detecting intracellular
concentration of Rb+ in the cell lysates.
2. Preparation of multiwell plate with cell culture:
(a) The cell line inducibly expressing NKCC1 was cultured in the T75 flask at about 95% confluency in a
humidified 37C/5% CO2 incubator for 24 h.
(b) The untrypsinized cells were scrapped off the surface
and the resulting cell suspension after gentle trituration was collected into a conical sterile centrifuge
tube (15 mL).
(c) After centrifugation at 200 g for 5 min, the cell pellet
was resuspended in prewarmed fresh growth medium
(normal medium or induction medium) after discarding
the spent medium. In case of inducing the NKCC1 gene,
the culture medium was supplemented with doxycycline (1 mg/mL) 24 h before performing the assay.
(d) The cell suspension was verified under a microscope to
ensure the cells were detached and clumps completely
dispersed. The number of cells was determined using a
standard operating procedure of hemocytometer.
(e) The appropriate cell density was adjusted (1.1 · 107
cells/20 mL) by adding prewarmed growth medium
to the cell suspension. Then 200 or 75 mL of the cell
suspension thus generated was dispensed into a
sterile 96- or 384-well plate, respectively.
(f) The 96- or 384-well plate with seeded cell suspension
was placed in a humidified 37C/5% CO2 incubator
for 24 h to achieve *100% confluency.
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where Fcompound, Fbasal buffer, and Factivation buffer are the Rb+
influx in the presence of test compound in activation buffer,
basal buffer, and activation buffer, respectively.
The quality of the assay performance was evaluated by
calculating Z0 as follows.24



Z0 = 1 - 3 · SDp - SDn = Mp - Mn ,

(3)

where SDp represents the standard deviations of the positive
control (in the presence of activator) and SDn represents the
standard deviations of the negative control (in the absence of
activator). Mp and Mn represent the means of positive control
and negative control, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The tracer ion flux assays employing atomic absorption
spectrophotometry-based ICR series have been recognized as
powerful HTS tools for screening compound libraries for
various ion channel and cotransporter targets.15–23 In the
present studies, Rb+ was used as a tracer in the attempt to
develop an HTS assay for NKCC1. The assay was designed in a
high-throughput format. During optimization, a significant
response was observed from each of the parameters applied
and it emerged with high temporal resolution.
Rb+ as Tracer
The nonradioactive Rb+ flux assay is supported by the fact
that the hydrated Rb+ has diameter close to K+, thus it could be
employed as a surrogate ion to replace K+ in the screening
assays. Moreover, Rb+ being absent in biological systems, its
signal from the assay could not suffer from background noise,
and the Rb+ flux is measurable by ICR8000/ICR12000 technology.15–21 The NKCC1 being intrinsic membrane proteins
and actively transporting Na+, K+, and Cl- across the cell
membrane suggested the feasibility of developing an HTS with
Rb+ influx through this target.
In this assay, we used the buffers of ionic compositions free
from Rb+ except the influx buffer that contained Rb+ in place
of K+. The absence of K+ from the influx buffer was necessary
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Table 1. Steps of the Assay Protocol
No.
1

Step

Description

Preparation of dose stock

The eight test doses of a test compound were prepared as 100 · of the desired dose range. From each dose stock, 2 mL was

of the test compounds

used to mix with assay buffer (198 mL) per well, resulting in 1 · strength. A 100 · stock dose was also prepared for ouabain or
digoxin at 100 mM. The cell plate was removed from the incubator and checked under microscope for *100% confluency
and morphology of the cells.
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2

Hypotonic incubation

Culture medium in the 96-well plate was replaced with 200 mL hypotonic buffer (67.5 mM sodium gluconate, 2.5 mM potassium
gluconate, 15 mM HEPES, 5.0 mM glucose, 1.0 mM MgSO4, 1.0 mM CaCl2, 1.0 mM Na2HPO4, and 1 mM NaH2PO4) by using a
12 channels pipettor and the plate was incubated at room temperature for 60 min from the Rb+ influx step.

3

Preparation of test

The dose regime was prepared in two clear polystyrene, nonsterile 96-well plates designated as plate A and plate B, respectively,

dose regime

in a matching format to run n = 3 of each dose by dispensing 2 mL at the bottom of the corresponding wells of the plate column
wise starting with weakest dose in the A row of the plate. In both the plates, 2 mL of ouabain or digoxin was also added to all the test wells.

4

Preincubation with the

A total of 198 mL of the hypotonic solution was added to plate A, 15 min before the end of the hypotonic incubation step. The

test compounds

solution was mixed twice. It was followed by replacement of hypotonic solution from the cell plate with 200 mL buffer from
plate A. The cell plate was incubated at 10 min from the Rb+ influx step. It was followed by addition of 198 mL of Rb+ influx
buffer (135 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM RbCl, 15 mM HEPES, 5 mM glucose, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, and 1 mM NaH2PO4)
into the wells of plate B. The solution was mixed twice.

5

Rb+ influx

At the end of 60 min preincubation step, the buffer from the cell plate was replaced with 200 mL from plate B. The Rb+ influx
was allowed for 2 min.

6

Wash steps

The cell plate was washed to remove Rb+ by replacing the solution in the assay plate with 200 mL of the wash buffer (135 mM
NaCl, 7.5 mM RbCl, 15 mM HEPES, 5 mM glucose, 1 mM MgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM Na2HPO4, and 1 mM NaH2PO4). The wash
step was repeated four times.

7

Lysis buffer

The wash buffer was replaced with 180 mL of lysis buffer (1% NP-40, CAS 9016-45-9) followed by pipette mixing (2 · ) to
ensure lysis of cells.

8

ICR readout and
data analysis

The samples from the cell lysate plate were analyzed for Rb+ on the ICR8000TM followed by ICR12000TM by autoinjection of
100 and 30 mL, respectively, of the sample by employing autosampler. This was followed by autoinjection of 200 mL of ICR
analysis solution. The data were analyzed on Xlfit3.0 for IC50 determinations.

Step Notes
1. The assay reagents were reduced to 50 mL for the 384-well plate.
2. Cell plate may be checked under microscope before performing lysis step of the assay to observe cell loss, if any.
3. The volume of the lysis buffer can be 110 or 75 mL for analysis by ICR8000 or ICR12000, respectively. Accordingly, the RbCl concentration in the Rb influx buffer can be
adjusted to the analytical range of the Rb+ on the respective ICR instrument.

to avoid its competition with Rb+ in the assay. Importantly,
this also implies that this assay could be carried out in nontoxic and low salt concentration buffers with normal chloride
and other cation concentrations, which may be a limitation on
some fluorescent-based assays.3–5,7–9
Characterization of the HEK Cell Model
Efforts were made to assess the feasibility of this assay with
HEK cells expressing the NKCC1. The doxycycline-induced
cells cultured in a 96-well plate were tested for Rb+ influx
under two conditions: presence and absence of preincubation
in hypotonic buffer as a Cl- free buffer followed by activation
of NKCC1 for a range of time intervals in the presence of buffer

containing Rb+. To further confirm that the Rb+ influx would
actually be mediated by NKCC1, the effect of its known inhibitor bumetanide was assessed.2,14 As shown in Figure 1a,
the Rb+ influx plateaus after about 7 min of activation during
preincubation treatment, which is clearly inhibited by bumetanide (10 mM) as compared with the control involving
untreated cells. However, the cells in the absence of hypotonic
preincubation step had significantly lower Rb+ influx, and a
part of this influx was sensitive to bumetanide (10 mM). These
observations inferred that Rb+ was also contributed from
Na+,K+-ATPase in both the hypotonic pretreated and untreated
cells, thus this interference needed to be minimized during
optimization of the assay. In addition, some bumetanide-
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Fig. 1. (a) Influx of Rb+ as a function of activation duration: hypotonic preincubation for 60 min in chloride-free medium (,), preincubation followed by blocking with bumetanide, 10 mM (-). No preincubation in chloride-free medium (:) followed by blocking with
bumetanide (6). This displays the Rb+ influx contribution by both the Na+,K+-ATPase and NKCC1. (b) Comparison of induced and
uninduced expression of NKCC1 wherein half of the 96-well plate was induced with doxycycline. Ouabain (bottom x-axis) was added to
block the Na+,K+ ATPase in induced (D) and uninduced (:) conditions. Dose response of bumetanide (top x-axis) for both the induced (-)
and uninduced conditions (,) was evaluated for a duration of 6 min that resulted in four fold window of detection. (c) Effect of bumetanide
and digoxin on Rb+ influx: activated Rb+ influx (-) in the columns of the assay plate indicated no drifting of signal. It gets inhibited as a dose
response of bumetanide (top x-axis) in the absence (,) and presence (:) of 10 mM of digoxin. No significant dose response is displayed by
digoxin (6) (bottom x-axis), indicating that Na+,K+-ATPase contribution was significantly low at 3 min activation, resulting in 2.6-fold window
of detection. (d) The activated Rb+ influx (-) in the columns of the assay plate indicates no drifting of signal in comparison with the dose
response of bumetanide in the absence (,) and presence (:) of 10 mM of digoxin while employing cold wash buffer to slow down the
kinetics. This treatment elevated the window of detection to 5.9-fold. Error bars represent standard error of n = 3 values.

sensitive Rb+ influx by the NKCC1 at basal level was also
observed even in the absence of hypotonic pretreatment.
Differentiation of NKCC1 Influx from Na+,K+
ATPase Rb+ Uptake
It is a well-known fact that the electrochemical gradient of
Na+ and K+ across the cell membrane is established by Na+,K+ATPase, an ATP-dependent pump. This pump is also known to
uptake Rb+ and is sensitive to cardioglycosides, ouabain,
digitoxin, and digoxin.15 This suggested that the major share
of observed Rb+ influx insensitive to bumetanide was medi-
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ated by the Na+,K+-ATPase (Fig. 1a). Therefore, it was essential
to differentiate the Rb+ influx contributed by NKCC1 from that
of Na+,K+-ATPase. It could be achieved either by inhibiting or
minimizing the Na+,K+-ATPase uptake. For this purpose,
ouabain or digoxin, the well-known inhibitors of Na+,K+ATPase, was employed. In this experiment, half of the 96-well
plate was induced with doxycycline. The doxycyclineinduced cells were also treated with preincubation in hypotonic buffer to see the effect of induced and uninduced
expression of NKCC1 and of Na+,K+-ATPase for a duration of
6 min. Ouabain (1 mM) was added to all the wells of the 96-
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Table 2. Profile of Assay Optimization
Duration of
activation (min)

Basal
efflux (%)

Window of
detection (fold)

Rb content
(mg/L)

Activation duration

7

25

3.9

2.3

Reduced duration

6

23

4.2

2.1

Reduced duration

3

20

2.6

1.2

Cold treatment during wash steps

3

17

5.9

1.4

Increase in extracellular Rb+

3

12

8.4

4.9

Minimize Na+,K+-ATPase interference by reducing duration of activation

2

11

9.5

2.8

Removing interference of Na+,K+-ATPase blocking dose

2

16

6

2.8
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Experiment

well plate. Dose response of bumetanide for both the induced
and uninduced conditions was also evaluated. Significantly
higher Rb+ influx was observed in case of induced expression
than the uninduced cells during 6 min of activation. Interestingly, the Rb+ influx was not completely abolished in
the presence of high concentration (10 mM) of bumetanide,
suggesting the presence of an endogenous bumetanideinsensitive Rb+ influx. The influx was blocked by bumetanide
(10 mM) down to 24%. The Rb+ influx in case of the uninduced
cells was sensitive to ouabain and insensitive to bumetanide,
whereas in the induced cells, the effects were contrary, displaying sensitivity to bumetanide but not to ouabain (Fig. 1b).
This experiment resulted in a fourfold window of detection.
With the objective of minimizing the Rb+ uptake by Na+,K+ATPase, the activation of NKCC1 was reduced from 6 to 3 min. In
addition, to minimize the concentration of the Na+,K+-ATPase
blocker, a more potent blocker digoxin was used instead of
ouabain. The insignificant difference of bumetanide dose response on the induced NKCC1 signal in the presence and absence
of Na+,K+-ATPase blocking dose of digoxin suggested that
Na+,K+-ATPase contribution was significantly low at 3 min activation. This was also supported by insignificant dose response
of digoxin on the induced signal of NKCC1 (Fig. 1c). Although
interference of Na+,K+-ATPase was minimized in comparison
with 6 min activation, it also led to a significant decrease in the
window of detection from 4.2- to 2.6-fold (Table 2).
Optimization of Window of Detection
To further optimize the detection window, the following
experiments were carried out and optimization profile is
presented in Table 2.
(a) Cold treatment during wash step: The active kinetics
of NKCC1 could contribute to intracellular Rb+ content
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because of its basal activity at room temperature in addition to the basal activity of Na+,K+-ATPase. This contribution could be decreased by lowering the kinetics of
the basal influx by using wash buffer at 4C. As expected,
the cold buffer treatment resulted in a significant rise in
the window of detection from 2.6- to 5.9-fold with a basal
influx of 17% during 3 min activation (Fig. 1d).
(b) Strengthening of extracellular Rb+: It was thought that
raising Rb+ concentration in the activation influx
buffer could increase its contribution to the intracellular Rb+ content by influencing the amount of Rb+
entering through the NKCC1 in open state. Indeed, the
raising of Rb+ from 2.5 to 5.4 mM in the activation
buffer led to an increase in the window of detection
from 5.9-fold to 8.4-fold during 3 min activation
(Fig. 2a). The total amount of Rb+ uptake was found to
be 4.9 ng/mL. The Rb+ influx generated from this experiment indicated that the complete blocking dose of
digoxin was 10 mM. This resulted in only 5% of the
total Rb+ influx through the Na+,K+-ATPase, whereas
the highest (30 mM) dose of bumetanide inhibited 86%
influx through the NKCC1 (Fig. 2b).
(c) Optimization of activation duration: To further minimize the contribution of Na+,K+-ATPase to the total Rb+
uptake, another tweaking attempt was made by reducing the duration of activation from 3 to 2 min. This
resulted in an apparent decrease of the total Rb+ uptake
from 4.9 to 2.8 ng/mL (Fig. 2c). This experiment indicated that the 10 mM digoxin was still the complete
blocking dose of Na+,K+-ATPase. This also showed that
only 9% of the total Rb+ influx was through the
Na+,K+-ATPase, whereas the highest (30 mM) dose of
bumetanide inhibited 87% through the NKCC1
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Fig. 2. (a) Dose response curve of bumetanide on Rb+ influx activated in the presence of 5.4 mM of RbCl in the activation buffer for 3 min in
the presence of 10 mM of digoxin (-). Positive control 30 mM of bumetanide (,) and negative controls: activated Rb+ influx in the absence
(6 hidden behind -) and presence of 10 mM of digoxin (:). The rise in the extracellular concentration of Rb led to an increase in the window of
detection to 8.4-fold. (b) Comparison of Rb+ influx (mg/L) activated for 3 min in the presence of 5.4 mM RbCl in the activation buffer for 3 min with
10 mM of digoxin, and nonblocking (0.01 mM) and full-blocking (30 mM) doses of bumetanide. This indicated 10 mM of digoxin as a complete
blocker of Na+,K+, ATPase, whereas the highest (30 mM) dose of bumetanide inhibited the NKCC1. (c) Dose response curve of bumetanide on Rb+
influx activated for 2 min instead of 3 min in the presence of 10 mM of digoxin (-). Positive control 30 mM of bumetanide (:) and negative
controls: activated Rb+ influx in the absence (6) and presence of 1 mM of digoxin (,). The 2 min activation generated higher window of detection
than 3 min activation. (d) Comparison of Rb+ influx (mg/L) activated for 2 min in the presence of 10 mM digoxin, and nonblocking (0.01 mM)
and full blocking (30 mM) doses of bumetanide. (e) Comparative ratio indicated higher window of detection during 2 min of activation. Error
bars represent standard error of n = 3–6 values. (f) Dose response of bumetanide with activation duration of 2 min on induced (-) and
uninduced (:) expression of NKCC1 in the absence of any blocker of Na+,K+-ATPase, suggesting that addition of Na+,K+-ATPase blocker
to the assay is not necessary to maintain a high window of detection (8.2 to 9.5). (g) Comparison of Rb+ influx (mg/L) activated for
2 min showing induced and uninduced conditions with its full block by bumetanide, respectively. (h) Comparison of window of detection of
both the induced and uninduced NKCC1, suggesting the contribution of the inducer in the assay. Error bars represent standard error of n = 3
values. (i) Variability among the entire 96-well plate showing activated (Row 1, >; Row 2, -; Row 3, :; and Row 4, ,) and basal Rb+
– ; Row 6, ; Row 7, >; and Row 8, D) for 2 min. (j) Comparison of window of detection determined by
influx (mg/L) activated (Row 5, X
activated and basal influx providing supportive evidence to its robustness. Error bars represent standard error of n = 48 values. Continued.

(Fig. 2d). Under this optimization step, the activation
duration of 2 min generated higher window of detection than that of 3 min (Fig. 2e).
(d) Elimination of Na+,K+-ATPase inhibitor from test
compound screen: The Rb+ uptake by Na+,K+-ATPase is
known to be significantly low during initial duration of
2 min.15 It was also supported by the results from the
previous experiment involving NKCC1 activation for
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2 min. Therefore, to eliminate the presence (interference) of the Na+,K+-ATPase inhibitor in the screen, the
dose response of bumetanide was attempted on NKCC1
in the absence of any blocker of Na+,K+-ATPase. The
results indicated that the absence of Na+,K+-ATPase
blocker did not affect the window of detection; rather,
it lead to an apparent increase (from 8.4 to 9.5) in the
fold of window of detection (Fig. 2f).
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Fig. 2.

(Continued)

Table 3. IC50 Rank Order of Test Compounds
ICR8000
IC50 (lM)

ICR12000
IC50 (lM)

Rb86 IC50

Rb86
rank order

ICR8000
rank order

ICR12000
rank order

4636277

0.72

0.89

0.3

1

1

1

Bumetanide

1.16

1.17

1.5

2

2

2

993437

1.76

1.6

5.9

3

3

3

4653400

4.18

5.16

12.0

4

4

4

Test compound
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and uninduced conditions. The
NKCC1 was activated for 2 min
in the presence of 5.4 mM of
RbCl in extracellular activation
buffer. Under these conditions,
the dose response of bumetanide
was evaluated in the absence of
any inhibitor of Na+,K+-ATPase.
It was found that even under the
uninduced
conditions,
the
NKCC1 allowed bumetanidesensitive influx of Rb+ (Fig. 2g).
However, the maximum Rb+ influx in the uninduced cells was
28.6% of the induced condition.
The total Rb+ influx in case of
induced condition was 3.8-fold
higher than that of the uninduced condition. Bumetanide
(10 mM) could block 84% of the
induced Rb+ influx, leading to a
window of detection of sixfold.
This dose of bumetanide could
block only 37% of the total Rb+
influx during the uninduced
condition with 1.6-fold window
of detection (Fig. 2h).

Fig. 3.

IC50 rank order of test compounds.

Comparison of Induced and Uninduced NKCC1
Expressed in HEK Cells
The objective of this experiment was to compare the Rb+
influx in the NKCC1 expressing cells under both the induced
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Variability and Robustness
One of the critical features of
such an assay is its ability to
prove its robustness. An 8.7fold window of detection of
this assay for the NKCC1 was
a valuable measure for running an HTS. The robustness of
the assay was determined by
calculating the Z0 , a statistical
function used to evaluate the
robustness of an HTS.24 This
factor takes into consideration
the standard deviation among
the replicates as well as the
window of detection (mean of
high values – mean of low values). In the present assay, the Z0 value was calculated for the
entire plate, wherein 48 wells were activated and the remaining 48 wells were unactivated, thus representing basal
influx of Rb+ (Fig. 2i, j). The Z0 value of >0.9 indicated that
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focused library of 1450 compounds in three independent
runs. Robust results were
achieved with a Z0 >0.7 and very
good correlation among the
three independent runs in the
automated assay (Fig. 4). A full
HTS of 1.2 million compounds
was followed. Chemical classes
of specific hits were generated
with dose response confirmation
from the Rb+ influx assay. A
counter screen Rb+ influx assay
on the wild-type cells was also
carried out for comparison with
Rb+ entry routes through other
endogenous ion channels and
cotransporters.
Assay Advantages
The Rb+ flux assay is capable of
detecting Rb+ in the intracellular
and extracellular samples with
sensitivity >0.07 mg/L, thus providing greater confidence in the
drug discovery process. Although
Fig. 4. Focused library correlation, 0.7% hit rate at 40% cut-off (focused hit, all values), sug- an end point assay, the Rb+ tracer
gesting Rb+ influx assay as a robust and effective screen in 384-well format.
flux approach is high throughput
while offering high sensitivity,
specificity, simplicity, miniaturization, workflow optimization,
the assay had high window of detection along with sigand amenability to automation. This cell-based Rb+ flux assay
nificantly low standard deviation among the replicates
0
(n = 48) in a 96-well plate. For cell-based assays, a Z of 0.5
has multiple advantages over other existing technologies.
Traditional gold standard electrophysiology techniques inis usually the lower limit of acceptance for an HTS.21,22
cluding manual patch and automated patch clamping suffer
from their inherent issues of high cost and being too slow
Testing of Blind Compounds
and applicable to individual cell to be compatible in highThe optimized conditions for the Rb+ influx assay were
throughput format. Being electroneutral, the NKCC1 are a diffiemployed in testing a set of blind compounds using both
cult target for electrophysiology techniques. In contrast, the
ICR series ICR8000 and ICR12000. The IC50 determinations
cell-based Rb+ flux assay involves a population of cells per well
and their rank order are presented in Table 3. The IC50 curve
fits with typical curvatures and display insignificant SEM
that reflect a response as a significant mean of multicellular
error bars, showing the quality of the assay (Fig. 3). The
responses versus a selected cell in patch clamp.16
rank order determined by ICR8000 matched that of the highIn addition, the assay does not suffer from artifacts assothroughput system ICR12000, which was also supported by
ciated with fluorescent assays for ion channels and cothe 86Rb+ flux assay.
transporters because it is a flux-based functional assay carried
out in the presence of simple and nonfluorescent salt solutions.
The fluorescence-based Tl+ assay, for example, suffers from
HTS Campaigns
cytotoxicity concerns because it involves the halide-sensitive
This Rb+ influx assay was further optimized into 384-well
nonfluorescent FluxOR dye loading into cells. Thus, the
format and used first to screen for NKCC1 inhibitors with a
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exclusion of the halides from cells in performing this assay
turns out to be nonphysiological. The activity of NKCC1 is
strongly dependent on its phosphorylation in its regulatory
domain; therefore, absence of cell chloride concentration in
chloride-free buffers used in such assays affects its activity.25
The cytoxocity concern is also supported by the fact that the
Tl+-sensitive indicator is cleaved from the FluxOR dye inside
the cell after the dye is loaded into the cells for about 1 h. The
water-soluble probenecid acid meant to stop the extrusion of
the Tl+-sensitive derivative from the cells blocks organic
anion pumps that raise additional concerns (FluxOR Potassium Ion Channel Assay Life Technologies; Catalog nos.
F10016 and F10017). Moreover, the Tl+ assay also takes a
long time as the dye-loading step is 1 h at 37C, and thus cells
are exposed to this reagent for a long time. Tl+ being a potent
carcinogen, its exposure to laboratory personnel may also
prove dangerous.26,27
The HTS for ion channels and transporters is normally
carried out in native or heterologous cell-based systems that
suffer from interference from other endogenous channels
and transporters that may result in false-positive or falsenegative hits.28 For the purpose of screening such targets
free from these interferences, a novel technology using
cell-free synthetic vesicles (liposomes) incorporated with
target ion channels or transporters along with tracer ion
may be employed.28–30

CONCLUSION
The new functional assay we describe here is extremely
useful in HTSs and for characterization of novel NKCC1
modulators. This nonradioactive Rb+ flux assay coupled
with ICR8000 or ICR12000 provides a system to work
with NKCC1 in determining confident and concordant rank
orders of the test compounds in an HTS format. Detection of
nonradioactive Rb+ tracer with the ICR series can be reliably
used in drug discovery of antagonists, and to study the
functional activity of NKCC1. The determination of excellent values for the Z0 of the Rb+ flux assay also suggests that
the assay is robust and sensitive not only for ion channels
but also for cotransporters such as Na+,K+-ATPase and
NKCC1. As the ICR8000/ICR12000 is equipped with an
automated sampling device with microliter sampling technology, it provides the capability for screening compounds
in HTS format.
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